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Date: Mon,4 Sep 2A2316'.32'.26 +0530 (lST) &
From: Website Division <website-ugc@gov.in> flq

To : svi msdirector@yahoo. com, vcsvutpt@g mail.com, vcsvutpt@yahoo. com,

vcpeshisvvu@gmail.com, vc'....
CC: "Hitesh Manik" <hitesh.ugc@nic.in>, "Dr. MADHUKAR MARUTI WAWARE" ""'
Subject: Fwd: Request to share National Teachers Award 2023 lnspirational Video on

social media
Respected MadamiSir,

The Curtain Raiser Video is a brief but captivating preview of the National Teachers Award ceremony,

highlighting the extraordinary contributions of teachers who have left an indelible mark on the lives of their

students and the education sector as a whole. lt serves as a powerful tribute to the dedication and passion

of these educators,

The National Teachers Award is a recognition of the incredible contributions made by teachers in shaping

the future of our society. This year's ceremony showcased heartwarming stories of educators who have

gone above and beyond to inspire and educate their students, often under challenging circumstances.

By sharing the inspirational video of the National Teachers Award 2A23 on your institution's social media

platforms, you will not only be recognizing the hard work and dedication of these excepiional educators but

also inspiring your own students and faculty members. The video serves as a reminder of the positive

impact that education can have on individuals and society as a whole.

To facilitate your institution's participation in this rnitiative, we have made the video easily accessible for

sharing you can find the video at https://drive.google.com lfileldl13lBrGWmkbE-FA7glcR5399cXl2jYPYGU
iview? usp=sharing.

you are requested to encourage the students and faculty members to use the hashiag
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#NTA2023,

#GuruVandana,

With kind regards

Manish Joshi

Secretary, UGC
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when sharing ihe video on your social media handles to join the larger conversation about the imporflSJJ-
of education and the incredible work of our teachers.

your support in spreading the message of excellence in education is highly appreciated. Together, we can

celebrate and promote thl invaluable role that teachers play rn shaping our fi{q1e leaders and making a

positive impact on society. V tY

Panjab UniversitY
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